I. Introduction:
Recent wars have proved the effectiveness of optical sensors (TV cameras & IR sensors) when employing electronic countermeasures against radar sensors.Computer analysis of time varying images implies the processing of a time sequence of images in order to extract some properties which change with time. There are two possible approaches to extract motion information: where the moving:objects themselves are of interest ( tracker typify such system ), and where the motion information is used to provide additional features to scene analysis system. In this paper, a general discription of TV tracking systems based on Video Blaster cards and frame difference window technique is introduced in part II. The hardware, implementation of the proposed system is presented in part III. Part IV introduces the algorithms neccessary for software implementation. The design and implementation of a practical hardware interface between the computer and camera control system is proposed.
II. Proposed TV image tracking system :
As shown in Fig.1 , the conventional TV image tracking system based on using Video Blaster unit is composed of the following units: video camera, TV monitor, Video Blaster, camera driving system, joy stick for manual control, and PC computer. The system functions as follows:
The camera provides the life image frame through the TV monitor to the Video Blaster. The Video Blaster converts the life image frame into a format suitable for display on PC monitor. The system has the ability to store the life image in a file on the hard disk. The camera can be controlled manually by using joy stick control unit, i.e. this system can track a moving target manually only.
According to Fig.2 , The proposed TV image tracking system consists of the following units: video camera, TV monitor, Video Blaster card, proposed hardware interface, camera driving system, a software package for TV image tracking, a microcomputer, joy stick for manual control, and video tape recorder. The function of the proposed system is as follows:-The video camera provides a real -time analog image to the proposed system which operates in one of two modes : searching mode and tracking mode .
In searching mode , the camera provides the life image frame to the video blaster through the TV monitor. Video blaster receives the life image and changes it into a form suitable for displaying on the PC monitor. The objective of the proposed software is to recognize the image format provided by the Video Blaster and convert it into a format suitable for microcomputer operation. The proposed software includes: 1-Programs responsable for controlling the mode of operation of Vide Blaster. 2-Programs for reading the header file developed by Video Blaster. 3-Programs for converting Video Blaster format into a format suitable for computer processing . 4-Programs for generating tracking window. 5-Programs for generating the frame difference of the two fields of view. 6-Programs for calculating the coordinates of the field of view of the image frame and the center of the tracking window. 7-Programs for calculating the difference of the measured coordinates and changing them into an error voltage to control the camera driving system. The microcomputer starts execution by calculating the center of the image frame and the center of the tracking window including the target of interest. The difference between the two centers is calculated and transmitted through the parallel port to the proposed hardware interface . The output from the proposed interface is sent to the camera driving system to align the center of image frame with the center of the tracking window .
In tracking mode: the proposed software produces the required control signals to control the mode of Video Blaster to update the image file and repeat the process starting from determination of the center of the new position of the tracking window and producing an error signals associated with the new position of the moving target for the camera driving system to follow the intended target. 
III. Hardware Implementation of The Proposed System:
The general goal for image acquisition and processing is to bring pictures into the domain of the computer, where they can be displayed, manipulated and altered for enhancement. Four processes are involved here: input, display, manipulation, and output. The input signal is captured with a TV camera of type hs6Zm2-5, 8-48 m, 1: 1.42cs, tc 9948a.
The TV monitor is used as a link between the TV camera and the PC computer, where the real life image is displayed on its screen and is passed to the Video Blaster card via the PC computer to display the image on its screen .
The PC computer used for processing has the following specifications:--IBM computer with CPU 386 or 486 at least.
-4 MB RAM ( minimum ).
-40 MB free hard disk space ( minimum ).
-VGA card and VGA monitor.
-DOS version 3.3 or later.
-Windows version 3.1 or later.
With Video Blaster Kit, the system is capable of obtaining full motion digital video, as well as capturing and manipulating video images. It is overlays computer text and graphics onto video and even scale the size of the video window according to our needs.
The activities of the Video Blaster include: -File formating supported by Video Blaster.
-Saving and restoring an image. The command VBSEVIEW.EXE allows to capture a life video image and save it as a graphics file. It also allows to convert this file into another format and display it on the VGA monitor. The operation of Video Blaster can be controlled from the DOS commands line. -Digital image representation.
III. 1 Microcomputer-based motion control system :
The used TV camera [ hs6Zme-5 ] is equipped with a manual control system for controlling the camera motion, zooming, and focusing. The control box is equipped with a joystick for controlling the camera manually in both horizontal and vertical planes. However, a microcomputer-based motion cdtitrol system is built and implemented according to 
Interface ( control ) unit:
The interface is designed to control the camera either automatically through the PC computer or manually using joy-stick. The interface unit consists of the following elements (components) Fig.4 shows the block diagram of the interface unit The interconnection of this unit with the other units is shown in Fig.5 .
The interface unit has the following Input/output signals: 1-Up and down control signals ( vertical motion ). 2-Left and right control signals ( horizontal motion ). 3-Zoom ( in ) and Zoom ( out ) controlling signal. 4-Focus ( far ) and Focus ( near ) controlling signal.
The interface unit can operate in two modes, automatical or manual. These modes can be controlled by an external switch. 
IV. Software Implementaion Of The Proposed System
The software is implemented using C-language and the .PCX format. The .PCX format is useful for programs that read or write PCX file images. Image files used by .PCX format begin with a 128 byte header which consists of headerl from bytes 0 to 15, palette information from bytes 16 to 63, header2 from bytes 64 to 73, and filler from bytes 74 to 128 (set all zeros).
TVA Reading the header of the image file:.
Using a source file called PCXREAD.0 file, the header file of the image. can be read.. The flowchart for reading the header of the image file is shown in Fig.6 . 
IV.2 Displaying the image on the screen:
The flowchart for displaying the image on the screan is shown in Fig.7 . 
IV.3 Manual control of the camera :
The aiming angle of the camera can be adjusted through the arrows of the keyboard (right, left, up, and down). In addition, camera zooming (in, and out), and focusing (near, and far) can be carried. The corresponding flowchart is shown in Fig.8 .
IV.4 Automatic control of the camera towards a simulated target:
Using a source file called MCAMTGT1 C file, the camera can move automatically towards the simulated target according to the difference between the center of the target and the center of the camera (which is the center of the screen) . Fig:9 shows the flowchart of automatic directioning of the camera towards a simulated target.
press ESC key to finish the program NO YES camera will stop press 0 or 1 key , camera will make zoom-out or zoom-in YES camera will stop press F or N key, camera will make focus far or focus near continue NO YES [------------camera will stop In real time image tracking systems, images can be captured by using the Video Blaster card, and stored in a data file that can be read and displayed on the computer screen.
An initial scanning window is used To search for the intended target, the pixels inside this scanning window can be tested to check if there is any change in the background-pixels. The scanning operation continues till capturing a target and window will be expanded to contain the whole image of the target inside it.
The difference between the center of the screen (camera) and the center of the target (window) can be calculated. This difference is considered as error signals that act to control the tracking motion of the camera.
The camera moves continuosly towards the target in horizontal then vertical planes until the error between the center of field of view and the tracking window decays to zero. 
V . Real-Time target tracking implementation:
Using a source file called K7_1.0 file, the camera capture two image files through Video Blaster and calculate the frame difference between them, generate scanning window to locate position of the intended target, calculate the coardinates of field of view and the scanning window, calculate the difference between these centers and the error signal used to align the camera. Fig.11 shows the flowchart for real-time target tracking process. 
